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1. This Public contract (hereinafter – “Contract”) determines the order of publication of
copyright articles in the following international scientific-practical journals (hereinafter
– “publications”) of the UE “Professional publications”:
“Laboratory diagnostics. Eastern Europe”;
“Cardiology in Belarus”;
“Neurology and neurosurgery. Eastern Europe”;
“Reproductive health. Eastern Europe”;
“Hematology. Transfusion medicine. Eastern Europe”;
“Otorhinolaryngology. Eastern Europe”;
“Ophthalmology. Eastern Europe”;
“Psychiatry, psychotherapy, and clinical psychology”;
“Recipe”;
“Surgery. Eastern Europe”;
“Emergency medicine”;
“Clinical infectology and parasitology”;
“Pediatrics. Eastern Europe”;
“Eurasian oncology journal”;
“Innovative technologies in medicine”;
“Dermatovenereology. Cosmetology”;
“Dentistry. Aesthetics. Innovation”.
On the pages of the mentioned journals, there are published scientific and practical
materials on diagnostics, prevention, pharmaceutical and surgical treatment of different
diseases, original studies, articles about innovative developments, and other materials.
The editorial boards (councils) of publications include the leading experts of Belarus,
Ukraine, Russia, and other countries.
The peculiarity of the journals is the first introduced in the post-Soviet space system of
national editorial boards led by chief editors, who interact on a parity basis.

The journals are reviewed. They are included in the lists of publications recommended
by the Higher Attestation Commission of the Republic of Belarus and Russian Federation
for publication of scientific articles, including competition for scientific degrees of PhD and
Doctor of medical sciences.
2. The current version of the Contract is available on the site: http://recipe.by
3. The Contract is proposed on a public offer, according to the article 407 of the Civil Code
of the Republic of Belarus. In particular, placement of the text of this public contract
on the official website www.recipe.by is an offer addressed to an indefinite number of
persons, with the aim to conclude the agreement on the conditions specified in it.
4. Conclusion of the Contract is done by joining the Contract by the author, that is by
acceptance of conditions of the Contract by the author generally, without any conditions
and exceptions (article 398 of the Civil Code of the Republic of Belarus), after preliminary
approval of the content of the author’s presentation at the specified event.
5. The fact of acceptance of conditions of the Contract by the author is sending the
materials for publication in the journals of the Licensee.
6. In these respects, the author acts as the Licensor, the UE “Professional publications” acts
as the Licensee.
7. The coordinated material between the Licensor and the Licensee, as an object of
copyright, is assigned by the Licensor in favor of the Licensee for free, on conditions of
non-exclusive license.
8. Alienation and granting of rights to each object of intellectual property of the author,
that is copyright assignment, is carried out free of charge for up to two calendar years.
9. Confirmation of non-exclusive assignment of copyright from the author in favor of the
Licensee is the fact of publication of copyright material in one of its publications.
10. Licensee as copyright holder owns a non-exclusive right to carry out or permit the
following actions with respect to each given copyright object during the next two
calendar years:
• repeated reproduction of each given copyright object, including as reprints;
• distribution of originals or copies of this copyright object through the sale or other
transfer of ownership;
• public display of originals or copies of this copyright object;
• other presentation of copyright materials, published in the copyright object, to the
public;
• alteration or other processing of copyright materials, after which the named
copyright materials can be used by the Licensee for scientific-practical and
publishing purposes;
• use of the copyright mark on each copy of this copyright object;
• independently select and arrange copyright materials to create composite works;
• import of copyright materials in print media covering health issues;
• the effect of the transferred copyrights is not geographically limited.

11. In case of non-performance or improper performance of obligations under the Contract,
its Parties are responsible in accordance with the applicable law of the Republic of
Belarus.
12. Disputes and disagreements that may arise in connection with the execution of this
Contract will be resolved through negotiations between its Parties.
13. In execution of this Contract, its Parties are guided by the legislation of the Republic of
Belarus in all other respects, which are not contrary to its terms.

